Arkansas NAACP Head Speaks on Little Rock

By MARTY LEVINSON

With a warrant out for her arrest in Little Rock, Mrs. L. C. Bates was greeted by a standing ovation at the College last Friday. Mrs. Bates, Chairman of the Arkansas branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), related her experiences in the Little Rock crisis to an audience of over 200.

"The Little Rock story is not a very good one, and we're not very proud of it," Mrs. Bates said. She said that the nine Negro children only want to get a "good" education. Because of this, they have been opposed by a "vicious" charge, which shouts "Kill the Negroes" and "Keep the Negroes out of school."

The integrationist leader said that she didn't think it was the right time to remove the National Guard from Little Rock - "I don't know when," she said, "but I'm sure that one day those nine students will be able to walk down the street as Americans." When asked if she had come in contact with any local prejudice while in New York, Mrs. Bates replied, "Fortunately, no."

Last Thursday, the Little Rock City Council ordered the arrest of all local officers of the NAACP. The order was issued in response to the National Association's refusal to submit membership and financial records to the city officials. Mrs. Bates spoke with representatives of the press shortly after delivering her speech.

Mrs. L. C. Bates (seated, center) speaks with representatives of the press shortly after delivering her speech.

Mayor Presented With SG Petition

Mayor Robert F. Wagner was presented with the Student Government sponsored Sharkey-Brown-leaves-petitions after his pre-election campaign speech here last Friday.

The petitions, which were signed by more than 1,200 students, urge prompt passage of the Sharkey-Brown-Ianes Anti-Discrimination in Housing Bill.

The Mayor, speaking to a crowd of more than 500 in the Grand Ballroom, Finley Student Center, discussed the main issues of the majority race: education, housing and juvenile delinquency.

Defending the record of his administration, Mayor Wagner pointed to improved schools, better housing and the deep in the New York City crime rate. In discussing future plans, he pointed up (Continued on Page 3)
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Club Notes

AICHE

Summer speaker from W. R. Grace on "Color TV" tomorrow from 12:30 PM in Room 111 Wagner. The lecture will be presented by the Caduceus Society.

Public Relations Committee

Dr. Gallagher presented the report of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AICHE) to the group displaying the best display and report at the Activities Fair today in Room 111 Wagner. The meeting was attended by over 30 members of the group.

AFCE

The American Federation of Engineering Clubs (AFCE) was represented by Mr. John Smith, who spoke on "Modern Art's film library." Mr. Smith discussed the library's collection of films on art and architecture and the role it plays in the education of art students.

AIMS

The American Institute of Mechanical Engineers (AIMS) was represented by Mr. Charles Brown, who spoke on "The Future of African Colonialism." Mr. Brown discussed the economic and political challenges facing African countries in their struggle for independence.

AIIE

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIIE) was represented by Mr. Robert Johnson, who spoke on "The Future of AIIE." Mr. Johnson discussed the role of AIIE in promoting the development of electrical engineering and its impact on society.

AFCE

The American Federation of Computer Engineers (AFCE) was represented by Mr. James Smith, who spoke on "The Future of Computer Engineering." Mr. Smith discussed the rapidly evolving field of computer engineering and its impact on industry.

AIAA

The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) was represented by Mr. David Brown, who spoke on "The Future of Aeronautical Science." Mr. Brown discussed the exciting developments in aeronautics and the role of AIAA in promoting research and development in the field.

AIP

The American Institute of Physics (AIP) was represented by Mr. John Johnson, who spoke on "The Future of Physics." Mr. Johnson discussed the fundamental principles of physics and their applications in technology.

ICS

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) was represented by Mr. James Brown, who spoke on "The Future of Electrical Engineering." Mr. Brown discussed the rapidly evolving field of electrical engineering and its impact on society.

IEEE

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) was represented by Mr. John Smith, who spoke on "The Future of Electrical Engineering." Mr. Smith discussed the rapidly evolving field of electrical engineering and its impact on society.

IFC

The International Fraternal Congress (IFC) was represented by Mr. David Brown, who spoke on "The Future of IFC." Mr. Brown discussed the role of IFC in promoting the development of fraternities and sororities.

ICOS

The International Congress of Student Organizations (ICOS) was represented by Mr. John Johnson, who spoke on "The Future of ICOS." Mr. Johnson discussed the role of ICOS in promoting the development of student organizations.

ICN

The International Congress of National Organizations (ICN) was represented by Mr. David Brown, who spoke on "The Future of ICN." Mr. Brown discussed the role of ICN in promoting the development of national organizations.

ICP

The International Congress of Professional Organizations (ICP) was represented by Mr. John Smith, who spoke on "The Future of ICP." Mr. Smith discussed the role of ICP in promoting the development of professional organizations.
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Profile

Professor Stewart C. Easton (History) will speak on "The Future of African Colonialism." He will discuss the different forms of British Colonialism in the Commonwealth and the challenges facing African countries in their struggle for independence.

Silent films, talking films, cinematography and all innovations in the film world are discussed in "The Liveliest Art: A Panoramic History of the Movies" by Mr. Arthur Knight (Films Institute). The book, which will be published tomorrow at 12:30 PM in Room 311 Wagner, covers the development of the cinema from the early silent films to the wide, wide screens. It is an enlargement on the theme he teaches at the institute.

First Novel

Mr. Knight has been writing film reviews for the Saturday Review since 1934. Mr. Knight graduated six years later after having transferred to the evening session in 1950. After graduating he served in the army and worked in the Museum of Modern Art's film library. Mr. Knight served in combat in France as an infantry lieutenant and in 1950 he returned to the College as a faculty member.

Film Specialists

The growth of the College, in Mr. Knight's opinion, has not affected the Films Institute, which was founded during World War II to meet the government's need for Film Specialists.

Mr. Knight, who lives in Manhattan, is married — but there aren't any little "Knights" yet.
The Five College Prom has inspired a rebirth of the "Turkey Trot." At least, puzzled students enjoying the relatively peaceful South Campus atmosphere were given this impression last Thursday when a file of disheveled individuals suddenly rushed past, crying "Here, Turkey, Turkey," and "Here, Sam." This jaunt had its origin in a misunderstanding," says Prom Chairman Arthur Genen. The object of the search, a white turkey, was really at the meat shop. However, students had become somewhat blase and had lost interest in the proposal to take the turkey back to Antze's Poultry Market, where it had been purchased, Genen said.

The absence of the gobbler was discovered on Thursday, when it was to have been paraded around the campus in an effort to publicize the Five College Prom. Genen offered the explanation that the turkey had escaped, and had last been seen in the vicinity of Wagner Hall and Park Gymnasium. Inoffensive bystanders were questioned as to the whereabouts of the turkey, to no avail. Some of them vaguely recalled seeing pink elephants, but no turkey.

The mystery was solved when Genen later explained that the bird was really at the meat shop. The turkey was produced soon afterwards, and was led around the campus as planned.

By this time, however, students had become somewhat blasé and the stunt did not meet with its intended success.

Testing your personality power
(A Freud in the hand is worth two in the bush!)

1. Do you chase butterflies in preference to other creatures of Nature? YES NO
2. Do you believe that making money is evil? YES NO
3. Do you think Italian movie actresses are overrated? (Women not expected to answer this question.) YES NO
4. Do you buy only the things you can afford? YES NO
5. Do you think there's anything as important as taste in a cigarette? YES NO
6. Do you feel that security is more desirable than challenge? YES NO
7. Do you refer to a half full glass as "half-empty"? YES NO
8. Do you think food and fancy stuff can ever take the place of exercise and flavor in a cigarette? YES NO

If you answered "No" to all questions, you obviously smoke Camels—a real cigarette. Only 6 or 7 "No" answers mean you better get onto Camels fast. Fewer than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't matter what you smoke. Anything's good enough!

But if you want a real smoke, make it Camels. Only Camel's exclusive blend of costly tobaccos tastes so rich, smokes so good and mild. No wonder more people today smoke Camels than any other cigarette. How about you?

Have a real cigarette—have a Camel.
In the drowsy setting of a haze-enveloped Lewison Stadium, Heinz Minnerop scored four goals Saturday to lead the College's soccer team to an 8-0 victory over Temple. Minnerop set two records with his scoring outburst—his four goals in one half, and four goals in a match. His other scoring explosion occurred against Long Island University. The College's first team with Minnerop, Gabe Schlissel, John Paranos, Billy Sun and Marco Wachter leading the offensive—and matching each other in brilliance—scored six goals in the first half.

The Beavers began their rout when Schlissel passed to Sun who found the range at the four-minute mark of the first quarter. Ten minutes later, Minnerop took a pass from Sun and scored the second goal for the College.

At 21:45, Wachter made an attempt that was blocked by Temple goalie, Walter Manning. Minnerop recovered and sent the ball into the net for the third score.

Ten minutes later, Minnerop took a pass from Sund and scored the fourth goal for the College. His scoring outburst earned him two records—his four goals in one half, and four goals in a match. Wachter took a pass from Sund at 16:55 and shot it out of the reach of the Owl goalie, leaving the score 6-0 at half-time.

There was very little of the competition of passing and diving football that had been employed in the first half by the Beavers.

Defensiveman

Defenseman Paranos, who was an ordinary filter press, was scored on corner shots. Sun passed to Paranos who tallied just three minutes after the quarter began. Five minutes later, Wachter passed to Minnerop who duplicated Paranos' shot for the goal.

Minnerop scored again in the quarter by taking a pass from Sund at 16:55 and shot it out of the reach of the Owl goalie, leaving a 6-0 score at half-time. Rain began to fall hard in the second half and the action of the game was cut down considerably. There was very little of the combination of passing and diving football that had been employed in the first half by the Beavers.

The Leopards

The Leopards maintained their offensive press. Two goals were scored on corner shots. Sun passed to Paranos who tallied just three minutes after the quarter began. Five minutes later, Wachter passed to Minnerop who duplicated Paranos' shot for the goal.

Minnerop scored again in the quarter by taking a pass from Sund at 16:55 and shot it out of the reach of the Owl goalie, leaving a 6-0 score at half-time. Rain began to fall hard in the second half and the action of the game was cut down considerably. There was very little of the combination of passing and diving football that had been employed in the first half by the Beavers.

Heinz Minnerop

Minnerop set two records with his scoring outburst—his four goals in one half, and four goals in a match. Wachter took a pass from Sund at 16:55 and shot it out of the reach of the Owl goalie, leaving his Metropolitan Conference record.

For that smoother taste, Twice as many filter traps as the other two largest-selling filter brands! In Viceroy, 20,000 filter traps, twice as many, for smoother taste!